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Synonyms for quotes

Image: shapecharge/E+/Getty Images Did you know that more than 171,000 words are currently used in English? Crazy to think about, right? You'll see words all around you whether you're reading a book, passing a billboard, opening a magazine or deep in an article online. There are just so many words
that every person has in their vocabulary, and then there are all the thousands of words that you don't know or yet stumble upon. If 171,000 words don't phase you, then you should definitely take this quiz to challenge you! In this quiz, you will be tasked with replacing a word with the synonym that best fits
the phrase. Can you think of a synonym for the word assertive? What about the word thrifty or contempt? Or how about the word fickle? Looking at them now you might think Oh sure, that's so easy, but it's a completely different ball game if it also makes sense in the sense. This quiz will challenge your
word knowledge. What are you waiting for? Take this quiz and let's see if you have as much of a word wizard as you claim to be! TRIVIA you use these sentences with the right words? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Do you know these 35 tricky terms? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA you fill out the right word
to complete these sentences? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA you use these words with the right letter? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Do you know enough to complete all these common sentences? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Are you a master of general trivia? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA You Tell Us
the Meaning of These Old-Timey Words Without Asking Your Grandparents? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA you choose the right seven-letter word that matches any definition? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Think you're filling out the right word to complete these common sentences? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min
TRIVIA you recommend all these words that rhyme with car? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min How Much Do You Know About Dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use a good noun? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website provides reliable, easy-to-
understand explanations of how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to engaging photography and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times, we ask you, but we are always looking in the name of fun!
Because learning is fun, so stay with us! Playing quizzes is free! We send trivia questions and personality tests to your inbox every week. By clicking Sign In you agree to our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or older. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 Company
Inspire yourself with cheerful quotes from remarkable people who have all tried to find the secret of happiness. Sign up for Our Newsletters Enjoy the BEST opinions &amp; jokes! Image: Stígur Már Karlsson /Heimsmyndir / E+ / / Image Long ago you think back to when you were in elementary school and
your teacher first introduced you to the thesaurus. Now, once you get over your first disappointment that the thesaurus is not a cool new dinosaur, you thought it was pretty handy, dandy and super to all the synonyms (and antonyms) that you might ever need collected in a book! And today, because the
internet is so great, you can even pull up an online thesaurus with a few keystrokes, making it even easier to find the perfect word for every occasion. Your teacher probably drilled it into your head that not all synonyms mean exactly the same thing. They're not interchangeable, in other words. You could
describe a ballerina as delicate and graceful - perfectly acceptable descriptions. But if you use the synonyms brittle, fragile or thin, you could wind up the unfortunate recipient of a quick kick of a pointe shoe! So if you have a surfeit, abundance, a deluge or a plethora of synonyms in your arsenal of words,
you will no doubt ace this quiz and be able to brag to all your buddies, friends, cronies and comrades! How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use a good noun? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website provides reliable,
easy-to-understand explanations of how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to engaging photography and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times, we ask you, but we are always looking in the name
of fun! Because learning is fun, so stay with us! Picture: Getty Images via mkakade711@gmail.com English language has about 200,000 words, of which a paltry 3,000 will cover about 95% of your linguistic needs. That means most of us are not using the wonderful gift that is the language of Shakespeare
to something like its full potential. Indeed, it is even possible to limit yourself to the most commonly used 1,000 words and in general; You'll still make it. However, your speech will lack a certain something that makes it beautiful, interesting or compelling. What's a way you just better talk? Adverbs,
adjectives, idioms, and numbers of speech can all come to the rescue here, and next to them come synonyms. These are words that mean the same thing as other words, such that they appear together in thesaurus entries. Examples include anger, anger, anger and anger. However, synonyms are not
identical, even if they are very similar. They offer shades of nuance. For example, happy, cheerful and cheerful don't mean exactly the same thing, but they are synonyms. They are different in the same way that blue, periwinkle and all are blue, but they are shades of blue. The purpose of synonyms is to
provide a truly accurate understanding that illuminates what you are trying to say. How well do you know your synonyms? Let's find out! TRIVIA Are You a Word Nerd? 6 min Quiz Quiz Min TRIVIA you choose the word that rhymes? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA you correctly replaced the word with a
synonym? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA HARD you choose from the misspelled Word in every sentence? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA you choose the right seven-letter word that matches any definition? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Think you're filling out the right word to complete these common
sentences? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA you identify the word as we give you three of its synonyms? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA you translate these slang words from the UK? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA you match the classic book to his most famous line? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA you choose
the five-letter word that corresponds to each definition? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min How Much Do You Know About Dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use a good noun? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website provides reliable, easy-to-understand
explanations of how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to engaging photography and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times, we ask you, but we are always looking in the name of fun! Because
learning is fun, so stay with us! Playing quizzes is free! We send trivia questions and personality tests to your inbox every week. By clicking Sign In you agree to our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or older. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 Company A
synonym is a word with the same or almost the same meaning as another word in certain contexts. The adjective form is synonymous. Synonym is the relationship that exists between words with closely related meanings. The word comes from the Greek meaning the same name. Contrast with an
antonym. A synonym for the term synonym is poecilonym. English has collected many words from different languages, leading to synonyms. There is an academic debate about whether two different words can really be the same. Near-synonyms are very close in meaning. Synonyms occur in a language
in different contexts, such as formal and informal language, as you would use in a conversation versus a business or academic paper. Also, some synonyms have slightly different connotations when used, even though they can mean the same thing. For example, look at the differences between the
conditions for money: moolah, greenbacks, cash, currency and income, all of which occur in different contexts and formalities. Synonyms can also be nestled together, which is called a kangaroo word. Also English has inherited and borrowed many words from other languages and held some duplicates.
(It is also the reason why some words sound equal or don't spell as they sound, but those are additional topics.) Synonyms saw a rise in the English language during the Norman conquest when the ruling class spoke French and the lower classes continued to speak old English. As a result, the word
norman-derived people exists alongside the Saxon people. The result of extensive loans of French, Latin and Greek in the history of English is the creation of synonym groups occupying different registers (contexts within which they can be used): freedom and freedom; happiness and happiness; depth
and depth. — author Simon Horobin Insights into the relationships between such synonyms can be obtained by comparing their use in forming new words. The Old English wordbird gives us a term of abuse, bird brain, Latin avis is the source of more technical words such as aviation and aviary, while the
Greek ornith is the root of exclusively scientific formations, such as ornithology. — How English English became English. Oxford University Press, 2016 There is some debate about whether two words can really be synonymous. If they're different words, they have to mean something different or have
contexts where you'd use one or the other, the reasoning goes, making them almost synonymous, but not really the same. Two words simply cannot be fully interchangeable in all events. When would two words have exactly the same meaning? The search for synonyms is an established class exercise,
but it's also good to remember that lexemen rarely (or ever) have exactly the same meaning. ... There are usually stylistic, regional, emotional or other differences to consider. ... Two lexemes can be synonymous in one sense, but different in another: range and selection are synonyms in What a beautiful
__ of furniture, but not in There's the mountain __.— David Crystal in How Language Works. Overlooking, 2006 When a language has two different words that mean exactly the same thing, often one will stop being used because it is unnecessary, or it will take on a different meaning over time. And two
synonyms used in different contexts cannot, by definition, be exactly the same. At best, the theory tells, that the nearest absolute synonym can get is a technical word for something and a common name used in conversation for the same or dialect differences, such as between British English and
American English (truck vs truck, boat vs trunk.) However, if we look at the definition of synonym, that is, words that mean almost the same thing rather than exactly the same in any situation, the theory that synonym is impossible might just not cease. This aspect of English- with words that have different
meanings in different contexts, as well as with doublets and triplets - is also a result of the language having inherited and borrowed so many words from different languages. The brittle and fragile came to English from the same Latin root fragilis, but one came from French and one from Latin directly. The
triplets really, royally and regal came from Anglo-Norman, French and Latin, notes Britannica. Britannica. would be only dat-words that are closely related to just about interchangeable, but have different connotations, attitudes, or implications that you might want to be aware of, making one word more
suitable for one context than another. Everything you find in a thesaurus has a list of near-synonyms galore. For example, lie finds falsehood, fib, misrepresentation, and falsehood, each with different nuances and shades of meaning that each can give to the context in which it is used. It can be difficult to
translate between languages, as you need to know the implications and connotations for the word in the original language and make sure you pick up these nuances in the target language. Paul Dickson's book Intoxerated claims, English contains more synonyms for 'drunk' than for any other word. Here
are just a few of the 2,964 synonyms for drunk in his book: BlindBlitzedBlottoBombedBuzzedHammeredHighInebriatedLoadedMerryedMerryMessed upOff the wagonPickledPiff BlazeerdSloshedSmashedSnockedSousEdSousDree sheets to the windTightTipsyTrashedWrecked-Intoxerated: The Final
Drinker Dictionary. Melville House, 2012
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